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... but he made sure to head back outside as game time approached and Coach ... On Monday, Griffin would bestarting another workweek with the Redskins, ...

Taylor set all-time Redskins marks of 272 receptions, 5,233 receiving yards, ... a baseball career, hoping to play for his favorite team, the Brooklyn Dodgers.. He had been at Grambling for 57 years, winning 408 games, more than any other ... When he led the Washington Redskins to a 42-10 Super Bowl victory over the ... It was a time when black men and women fought hard for basic equality..
Games. 85/9/11 13 )1-4-2( slanidraC ,54 )4-3( SNIKSDER 691,62 Griffith ... In the third quarter, for the second time on the day, the Eagles took advantage of a .... ... tackle for the Redskins, and remains sixth on the All-Time Redskins sack list. ... Any order or play he called superseded any other play called by anyone else .... Most of the 6 ' 2 " receiver's time with the guard is spent in classwork in
the huge ... And so's Coach Allen ( head coach and general manager of the Redskins ) . ... can bet they'll be out there at game time facing the giants of the opposing line .
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"Brian was so intense, he'd vomit before every game. But once things ... Ahead of 147 other future Miami Redskins. ... By his sophomore year, he had inched his weight up a little over 180 pounds and was sharing game time with a senior.. The game was not as one-sided as the statistics would indicate, however. ... foot of Curt Knight added more insurance and lifted the Redskins to a 16–3 triumph. ...
The morning rains subsided just before game time, however, and the beams of ...
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